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Abstract

Experience gained from constructing a graphical simulator of pipelines
of processor farms has been transferred to prototype simulations of an
ATM bu ered-Banyan switch, and a slotted-ring network. Ways to make a
meaningful and appealing display are indicated. The qualitative information that can be usefully shown is considered. The design and evaluation
of the simulators is included.

1 Introduction
The development of a graphical simulation tool for pipelines of processor farms
(PPFs) [1] has led us to consider whether similar graphical techniques could be
transferred to the simulation of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) switches
and networks. ATM switches broadly share with PPFs a concern for latency,
throughput, and bu ering to smooth stochastic ows. The result was two graphical prototypes also written in the programming language Java for portability.
One prototype was for examining trac ows through a single Banyan switch
[2] and the other was for a set of switch elements feeding a ring network [3]. The
graphical simulations show dynamically changing ATM trac patterns rather
than the summary statistics available from non-graphical methods. Instantaneous quantitative information is also made available to the user. The prototypes were intended to develop appropriate graphical representations and to
validate potential uses for a future comprehensive toolkit.
In the parallel computing community, there has long been interest in easing
the diculty of constructing parallel applications by means of graphical tools
[4]. Continuous- ow real-time systems with a single ow of data across the
pipeline, such as radar, vision, image-processing, and some varieties of speech
recognition, are potential applications of the PPF variety of parallelism. Each
stage of a parallel pipeline can be a processor farm [5], in which all global
operations are performed at the farmer or data-manager. In general, pipelines
with synchronous data ows [6, 7, 8] can be conveniently modelled through
order statistics [9]. However, the intention of the PPF simulator was to model
asynchronous data ows to establish whether the resultant pipeline traversal
latency and throughput met speci cation targets. Some progress has been made
in combining delay distributions for bu er queues with extremal statistics for
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service rates [10] but results are limited to exponential distributions. Therefore,
graphical simulation seemed apt.
Graphical simulation is potentially a `simple and intuitive' way to make ATM
network design accessible. The variety of switch designs [11] and potential trafc patterns makes a graphical simulator a way . ATM systems are by nature
suited to discrete-time simulation as cells arrive synchronously at a switch. The
e ect of di ering cell rejection policies, taking into account cell priority, can be
included. Delay jitter (coecient of variation) [12], can be found recursively.
Analytic results are available for switch elements [13], but are dicult to simulate as the low loss rates require lengthy simulations at the cell scale. The
VISTA graphical simulator [14] for a tandem Banyan switch employed a cellloss matrix representing the loss rate at each switch element by shade of colour,
though the value of this representation is not established unless the simulator is
used for didactic purposes. To run simulations to detect cell loss probabilities
of the range 10?8 to 10?12 requires burst scale simulation [15] or aggregated
simulation [16], which is event-driven. Parallel simulation with rollback was
ruled because of a desire to make the simulation accessible to those with a PC
or laptop.

2 General display design principles
From our experience with the parallel pipeline simulator we have found, at the
risk of being over prescriptive, the following general points important to grasp.
The point of employing graphical means is to convey to the user meaningful
information in a qualitative way. Access to quantitative information may then
reinforce that meaning. Any tool should be be designed so that it presents no
signi cant obstacles to its use, particularly when rst encountering the tool.
Failure to observe these principles may result in a display that is super cially
attractive but is not helpful to users.
On the premise that the user will want from a simulation a broad picture of
the behaviour of the phenomenon we have represented running means, whether
it is mean job ow along the pipeline or mean cell ow across an ATM switch.
Movement of individual jobs or cells is faithful to actuality but cannot easily
be integrated by the user. While motion of individual packets can produce
screen icker despite facilities such as MediaTracker within the Java development toolkit (JDK), colour can be quickly changed on a screen. Gradated colour
tones are acceptable to those with impaired colour vision. Ideally, the colour
range should have a meaning able to be verbalised. For example, in the pipeline
simulator the colours `heat up' as the trac ow intensi es. An additional
representation used by us is to alter the width of lines as trac ows change.
Change within the system of interest unfortunately does not always take place
at the rate one would like. Therefore, we have found it is still necessary to mark
progress. In the parallel pipeline, the passage of a job packet along a link is
shown by a arrow opening, and in an ATM prototypes, the arrival of a cell is
shown by a change in colour of an input marker to a switch.
Quantitative information is not neglected in the displays but is generally
available by clicking on a component. For example, it is important to know
from a data farm if one of the worker processors is under-utilised, which can be
shown in qualitative terms by changes in the colour of a processor node and in

precise terms by clicking on a node for a summary of its activity. Cell loss rate
in the ATM simulation may only be usefully represented as a changing number
when the trac is realistic. When the trac sources are deliberately distorted
to illustrate an e ect then the ring ATM adapts the cell-loss matrix of VISTA
by changing the coluour of the switches.
Whatever the validity of the simulation representation, a weak display layout
will compromise a design in the user's mind. Weakness can be assessed in terms
of symmetry, utilisation of display space, and density of features. The merit
or otherwise of a display is not immediately apparent to the designer so that
we have found examination by experienced users is bene cial; a rst design is
rarely adequate. At whatever level, a user is wary of `learning curves' so we have
made an e ort to make rst use of a tool elementary, in one case adopting the
standard `wizard' format and in all cases adding to the familiarity by means of
the standard window layout. The tool designer, being expert, is least quali ed
to judge how simple to make rst use of the tool. Taking as an axiom that
the designer will not anticipate the user's requirements, change is built-in by
choice of settings at the rst level, and by a class structure which adequately
encapsulates changes to the speci cation.
Java has a cleaner object-oriented interface than C++ and now has justin-time (JIT) compilation easing the problem of slower interpreted simulation
speeds reported in [17]. We were able directly to transfer the parallel pipeline
simulator from PC to Unix-based workstation and are encouraged by the inclusion of the `Swing' graphical toolkit in JDK 1.2, which we already use in the
ATM ring simulator. However, if the screen is updated by painting in all lines
rather than updated on a component basis the update is still slow on versions
of the Pentium processor running at 233MHz and below.

3 Parallel pipeline simulation
Critical to running embedded pipelined applications is optimal provision of local and interstage bu ering which is dependent on dynamic contingencies. Job
service time on any one data farm can be chosen from a variety of distributions
making discrete-event simulation appropriate, though also making graphical representation that more dicult because of an inconsistent time representation.
Input to the simulator are service time second-order statistics taken from timings made on sequential code prior to parallel decomposition. The distribution
of the service times may be estimated by (say) a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [18].
On the multicomputers of interest, as inter-processor communication times were
assumed to be from in nitely divisible distributions mean-value representation
was possible. Because soft real-time systems were considered, and because the
analysis was at the level of system analysis, not for algorithmic performance
tuning, qualitative results were of value. Though in fact, a case study for an
automatic handwritten postcode recognition system showed accuracy to within
10% between simulation and a multicomputer running that application [19].
A two-parameter model of parallel computer architecture, endorsed by benchmarking practice, allowed cross-architectural comparisons to be extrapolated
from a set of timings on the target machine [20].
A problem with previous analysis visualisation tools for parallel systems,
such as ParaGraph [21] written with cumbersome X-lib calls, is that an ani-

mated display occurs, rather like a cartoon lm. The user may nd it dicult
to establish a pattern. Moreover, in seeking generality, with twenty-four ways
of presenting data, no structure to the ParaGraph's use was provided, for example see comments in [22]. An over-animated display can also reinforce the
sequentiality of the simulation whereas in our case the pipeline represented has
local and general parallelism.

Figure 1: Main simulation window
Fig. 1 shows a snapshot of the predictor running a postcode simulation. The
pipeline backplane occupies the main window with details of the stage activity
such as bu er and processor usage available from subsidiary windows. Processor
activity is shown using colour by analogy with stop/go displays. Again using
the linguistic associations of colour, the communication arrows change colour
from black, through red to white to highlight `hotspots'. The arrows also widen
and contract. However, the cumulative mean bandwidth, not instantaneous
bandwidth is displayed. The colour scaling is adjustable to centre on critical
data rates as otherwise the variation across the whole bandwidth range is too
low to show up, Fig 2. Latency is also indicated in a persistent display. Jobs
can be grouped into tasks to arrive at an optimal regime [7]. Jobs are marked
o at task boundaries, with the task latency determined by the slowest job.
Though persistent displays convey more information, they need to be balanced
with features marking progress, which is why the processor activity diagram
and message motion arrows are included.

4 ATM architecture
Trac sources for the two ATM simulators are represented by a burst/silence
model [23]. Common choices of distribution particularly for video, are Poisson
and Bernoulli streams.

Figure 2: Scaling window
4.1

Multistage switch

The Banyan multi-stage switch, with input bu ering at each switching element,
has the advantage that the trac load is distributed and no routing control
signals are needed. Without a prior sorting network, throughput can be low if
FIFO queueing at bu ers is employed [24], with commensurate cell losses. [25]
is an elegant queueing model for the Banyan switch, which, without contention
resolution through prior sorting, is shown to service trac intensities of about
0.45.
Input bu ering is normally subject to head-of-line (h.o.l.) blocking which can
be alleviated by a non-FIFO RAM bu er. Alternatively, for a 2  2 switching
element, output bu ering or bu ering at cross-points combined with internal
speedup is possible [26]. It is these permutations which would appear to make
a simulation more suitable for practical usage.
The main window of the switch simulator which is symmetrically arranged
with little inactive space is shown in Fig. 3. The central feature of the user interface is the switch whose internal and external links change in colour according
to the di erent trac patterns and load values. Lack of display space prevented
changing the widths of links. The status panel at the bottom gives permanent
and semi-permanent information about the simulation. Importantly, there is
user control of simulation speed and re-runs. Summary statistics in qualitative
and quantitative form are included in the front panel. The graph windows scroll,
conveying time-wise variation in delay and throughput. The square components
representing the switching elements with two input crossbar, can be clicked to
give an animated image of that element, Fig. 4. By setting the relative speed
of the switching elements vis-a-vis the external link speed, as well as the bu er
size, the user can greatly e ect the behaviour of the switch.
ATM switches can be driven by a back-pressure algorithm [27], and this
algorithm has also been employed to drive the update order of the simulation
after each timing round. In the back-pressure algorithm, a cell is only transmitted if there is forward bu er space available, which applies recursively across
the switch stages. In the ATLAS 1 i.c., multi-lane back-pressure is employed to

Figure 3: Main window of switch simulator
counter head-of-line blocking.
In the case of a collision at the output of a switch element, random arbitration logic is simulated. Other known choices are: cyclic; state-dependent; and
delay dependent [28], which again would be necessary in a comprehensive tool.

Figure 4: Switching element display
The simulation was veri ed with runs of 500,000 time slots against known
analytic and simulated results [25, 26] for throughput, Fig. 5. Delay and cell
loss rate are also included in the gure.
4.2

Ring network

A 156 Mbps slotted ber-optic ring, single or with dual counter-rotating rings1,
has been proposed [29] and tested using a variant of the Orwell slotted ring
1 Note that the capacity of a spatial re-use slotted dual ring with shortest path routing is
four times that of a single ring.

Figure 5: Banyan evaluation
protocol for ATM LANs and subsequently modelled in [30]. In our graphical
simulator, an ATM ring (ATMR) is modelled with a single transmission queue
per station, each generating trac at rates up to 10 Mbps, with estimates of
ring transfer delay found.
Again, diversity in design exists, principally in the form of an access protocol
to provide fairness but avoid blocking. ATMR stations during each fairness cycle
ll any available slots until its allocated window has been used up. The `Check
Quota before Transmission' (CQBT) protocol requires a snoopy mechanism,
examining the upstream station's trac to determine local congestion before
. Fair and Ecient Cyclic Control Algorithm' (FECCA) [31] includes a global
corrective by means of signalling via the counter-rotating ring.
The display window of the ring network is shown in Fig. 6 for a single
ring. The ATM station links change when trac is present and the station is
highlighted when cell loss occurs. The central ring grows in width with increased
global trac. For the prototype, a single ring system was simulated. JDK 1.2
card index widget allows graphs of queueing delay and throughput on a perstation basis to be cycled through. Instantaneous information on individual
stations is still popped up. The e ect of setting the priority bit on cell loss
for either push-out or partial schemes [32] can be judged in the simulation. In
fact, there are a variety of schemes to relieve congestion such as pre-emptive
cell discard to avoid discarding a run of cells, disconcerting to the viewer of
video sequences. We found it important to provide facilities for the user to load
and save simulations, nd con dence intervals, and in general to manage the
simulation results. Comparisons with the performance and behaviour of other
switches by running simulations side-by side is possible.

Figure 6: Main window of ring network simulator
Window size during a fairness cycle is the critical factor in ring utilisation. If
trac is homogeneous (uniform distribution sources), the reset cycle degrades
performance over a pure slotted ring [33]. The simulator was validated with
a burst (Poisson distribution with mean 50 cells) { silence (negative exponential with mean 1000 cells) trac source model (single source per station { 12
stations). The destinations were randomly chosen with shortest path routing.
Bu ering was normal. The ring length was set at 50km with a medium propagation delay of 5s/km. Fig. 7 shows a decrease in delay for all stations with
increasing window size. Station throughput transmitted cells/available slots,
declines if the total number of cells transmitted by each station is xed. In fact,
the opportunity to transmit increases with window size, as the available slots
increases. Thus, network throughput increases, as Fig. 7 shows. Note that the
number of reset periods are also reduced with increased window size.
4.3

Design process

Since the facilities of such tools will almost certainly be extended or modied a considered (object-oriented) design process was needed, going from a
high-level design to more detailed consideration, Fig. 8. In general, an objectoriented approach is well-suited to a hierarchical construction of ATM simulations from a database of components: switches, clocks, ports, controllers. The
Libra system[34], based on the well-known Ptolemy system, is a way of putting
together single-model simulations of an ATM LAN in this fashion, though not
as a graphical simulation.

Figure 7: ATMR evaluation

5 Discussion
Though updating the screen in a regular manner through discrete-time (cell
scale) simulation was appealing it was felt that event-driven simulation (burst
scale) would be preferable for future implementations at a small loss in accuracy.
To record each timing for the evaluation runs of Section 4.1 took 12 mins.
on a Pentium 266MHz processor. However, bear in mind that general usage
would be short runs trying out the e ects of various changes without accuracy
in mind. The speed of display was also noticeably enhanced on the 450MHz
processors of the Pentium family already available. Scalability of display as more
stations or switches are added is an issue which would probably be addressed
by zooming in, thus keeping the number of screen updates constant. However,
current non-graphical switch simulations do not apparently stray beyond 128
elements. Despite the more detailed graphics employed in the ring simulator
the advantage is lost if these cannot be updated in component fashion.

6 Conclusions
We have assembled a set of graphical techniques which convey meaning to the
user, helping to rm up network design decisions. Colour, carefully-considered
layout, di erentiation between the types of information presented, as well as
user extensibility are needed. Graphical simulation of parallel pipelines at the
system level is a well-posed problem. When simulating ATM switches in a
graphical manner, careful consideration is needed as to what is required of
the simulation. Trac ow patterns, mean latency, mean throughput, and
scenarios with comparatively high cell-loss probabilities are well represented,
very low cell-loss probabilities are not so easy to represent. A further diculty,

which in principle can be resolved by systematic construction of a database,
is the variety in switch designs, bu ering arrangements (input, output, and
recirculation), queueing policy, input policies, bu er rejection policies and so
on. This is not such a daunting prospect as once a structure is available the
details can be included as and when they are needed. The advantage of a tool
of this sort is that it can consolidate knowledge, presenting a bewildering array
of alternatives in a structured and convenient format. More detail enhances
the credibility of the simulation, whereas analytic techniques give `broad brush'
results. However, a graphical simulator is more suited to answering `what if'
questions by an intranet planner or as a demonstrator. There is an obvious
didactic use as well. Switch design will always require more speci city than a
graphical presentation can give.

Figure 8: Booch-style diagram for the switch simulator
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